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Process Name: Processing Satisfactory Academic Progress
Date: 11-16-05
Time: 1:00 p.m.
Location: MAB 205
Participants: Rena Gallego, Mickey Corbett, Melinda Cullins, Lucio

Garcia-Zuazua, Yvette Gonzales, Yvette Villa, Fernando
Villanueva

Session Lead: Rena Gallego and Lucio Garcia Zuazua

Narrative/Description: FAO receives notification from the Registrar’s Office that
grades for the semester have been posted. SAP run is requested from OIT, update = N.
The SAP Program is a Cobol program that reviews all students for progress, based on
Qualitative (GPA), Quantitative (%) and Time (maximum hours).

If students meets all standards, SAP status = 1 (Award Aid, Good Standing). If
student is below minimum standard for the first semester, or is below overall standard but
meets standards for the current term, SAP status = 2 (Award Aid, Probation). If student
has been placed on restriction or conditional probation for the current or prior term or
does not meet one or more parameters of the program, SAP status = 3 (Award Aid,
Manual Review Required). If a student on probation for the current term, fails to meet
the minimum SAP requirements for both the current term and overall, SAP status = 4
(Deny Aid, Suspension).

Results are reviewed and random checks are made for accuracy. Once all
problems/errors have been reconciled, an Update = Y run is requested. SCR325 (SAP
Status) and SCR348 (Holds/Comments) are updated through batch maintenance and a
SAP Report is generated.

Counselors review SAP Report and process notifications to students. In review
the report:

 If SAP = 2 a Probation Letter is generated;
 SAP = 3, record has been flagged for manual review.

 If the student does not meet one or more parameters of the program, and all
standards are met, SAP = 1; if student’s overall is below minimum standards
and semester standards are met, SAP =2; if student is below minimum
standards for overall and semester, SAP = 4.

 If the student is on restricted/conditional probation for the current term and all
standards both for the semester and overall are met, SAP = 1; if student meets
standards for the current term, but overall is below the minimum, SAP will
remain 3; if student is below standards for overall and semester, SAP = 4.

 After status has been determined, SCR325 (SAP Status) is updated.
 An appropriate Comment/Hold is placed/cleared on SCR348 by updating type

with Comment = G and Hold =F, Reason =10, and Message = reason for the
suspension (GPA, Percentage of Completion, or Time Limit).

 SAP = 4, a Suspension Letter is generated.
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Awards are canceled as necessary and Award Notifications are (re)generated.
Notifications for Probation/Suspension are imaged (Historical).

Electronic Inputs: SIS grading
Manual/Paper Inputs: N/A
Key Decision Points (list all): Initial run, update = N, is accurate and Manual review

status to be updated, Update = Yes through Batch
Maintenance

Related Policy(s): Institutional Policy
Interface to Other Systems: Admissions/Registrar and Cashiers/FRS
Web Features: N/A
Electronic Outputs: SAP Report, updates to SCR348 (batch maintenance)
Manual/Paper Outputs: Probation/Suspension letter to students
Customer(s): FAO, Students, Cashier/FRS, Admissions/Registrar
Regulatory Items: Federal Regulations
Frequency/Volume: Fall, Spring and Summer
Potential Break Points: FA manual review
Automation: N/A
Issues: Failure of faculty to submit grades by deadline. Time

issues in running reports at the end of the semester(s).


